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Abstract
We present a method for converting a system of
multivariate Boolean constraints into a sequence of
univariate range queries of the type supported by
current spatial databases. The method relies on
the transformation of a Boolean constraint system
into triangular form. We extend previous results in
this area by considering negative as well as positive
constraints. We also present a method to approximate triangular Boolean constraints by bounding
box constraints.

1 Introduction
In spatial database systems, there is a gap between
the high-level query language required by applications and users, and the simpler query language
supported by the underlying spatial data-structure.
Typically, applications such as geographic information systems 5, 8, 10], visual language parsers 7],
VLSI design rule checkers 14], require a query language in which queries and integrity constraints may
be expressed over a number of variables subject to
Boolean constraints (that is, constraints over sets).
In contrast, spatial data-structures 6, 9, 12, 13]
generally support only range queries . These are
queries over a single unknown variable x of the form
x a b x x  c 6=  where a, b, and c are given
bounding boxes. (A bounding box is a rectangular
region with sides parallel to the axes). Here, we give
0

a query optimization technique to bridge this gap
between Boolean constraints over many variables
and range queries over a single variable.
The essential idea behind the optimization is to use
the Boolean constraints to eliminate useless partial solution tuples as soon as possible. Consider
a query involving variables x1 ::: xn constrained by
Boolean constraints C . We wish to nd assignments
of objects from the database to the variables which
satisfy the constraints. That is, we wish to nd
solution tuples ha1  ::: ani such that each ai is in
the database and C ^ x1 = a1 ^ ::: ^ xn = an
holds. In our approach, the set of solution tuples is
constructed incrementally as follows. We nd the
partial solution tuples ha1i for x1 , then the tuples
ha1 a2i for x1 and x2, and so on until the solution
tuples ha1  a2 ::: ani to the query are obtained. At
each step, the constraints C can be used to eliminate useless partial solution tuples in two ways.
First, we need only keep those partial solutions for
which there is some possible assignment to the remaining unknown variables which satises C . Thus
we need only keep those ha1 a2 ::: aii for which
9xi+1 : :::9xn : C is satisable, where C is obtained
by replacing each known xj by aj . Second, when retrieving objects ai from the database to join to the
tuple ha1 a2 ::: ai 1i, we use a range query which
approximates 9xi+1 : :::9xn : C to lter the choices
for xi . This approach requires us to compute the
following \triangular solved form" for C :
C1(x1)
C2(x1 x2)
..
.
Cn(x1 x2::: xn):
0

0

;

0

Each Ci is a conjunction of (unquantied) Boolean

:::9xn : C or is some approximation to this formula.

Note that this is similar to the solved form obtained
using Gaussian elimination in equations over the real numbers. Furthermore, we must be able to nd
a range query which approximates each Ci. Eective methods to compute the triangular solved form
and the approximating range queries are the main
contribution of this paper.
We consider Boolean constraints as our high-level
query language. We allow both positive constraints
of the form f g , and negative constraints of the
form f 6 g where f and g are Boolean formulas.
These are sucient to provide equality, dis-equality
and strict containment, as
x = y , x y ^ y x

x  y , x y ^ y 6 x
x 6= y , x  y + x  y 6 :

Although systems of positive Boolean constraints
have been extensively studied since Boole 2], see
for example 3] or 11], the extension to negative
constraints has not, to our knowledge, been addressed. This may be because in the case of twovalued Boolean algebras, negative constraints add
no power since the constraint x 6 y is equivalent to
x = 1 ^ y = . For more general Boolean algebras,
however, systems of arbitrary Boolean constraints
are strictly more powerful than systems of positive
constraints.
Our main technical results can be summarized as
follows:
In general, systems of Boolean constraints are
not closed under existential quantication.
However, we give an eective method of computing the best approximation to an existentially quantied system.
A special { and in our setting quite natural {
class of Boolean algebras, which includes the
measurable subsets of Rk , is closed under existential quantication. In these algebras, the
computed approximation is exactly the existentially quantied system.
The best approximation, Ci , to each
9xi+1 ::: 9xn : C can be expressed in solved

s xi t ^ g1(xi) 6=  ^ : : : ^ gm(xi) 6= 
where each gi (xi) is of the form xi  p + xi 
q, and p, q, s and t are Boolean functions
over x1 ::: xi 1. For systems in solved form,
;

we give a method of eectively computing the
best approximating range query.

The only other approach that we are aware of to application independent multivariable spatial queries
is that of Orenstein and Manola 10]. Their query
language provides a spatial join, a binary overlay
constraint, which can be eciently implemented using z-order based methods. The query language
we consider is more expressive because arbitrary
Boolean constraints are allowed. Furthermore, our
technique does not require a special purpose data
structure. However, it seems possible to extend our
approach to make use of z-ordering methods.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates our approach with an example. Section 3
gives a method for computing the triangular solved
form of a Boolean constraint system. Section 4 gives
a method to approximate this system by bounding
box constraints. Section 5 concludes.

2 Example
Let's assume smugglers are \importing" prohibited goods into a given country C, and wish to know
where to site their distribution operation. The goods
must be imported at some border town T, and transported into some destination area A in C. Assume
further that, while it is relatively easy to enter the
country C, there are massive police patrols along
the country's internal state boundaries. The transport of the prohibited goods is safe as long as no internal state boundary is crossed. Hence, the smugglers want to nd a border town T, and a road R,
from T to A, which does not cross a state boundary
between T and A, that is, which proceeds entirely
within some state B. Assuming the smugglers have
access to a spatial database, they could formalize
their problem as given in Figure 1.

A
B
R
R  A 6=
R  T 6=
T
6

C
C
A+B+T


C:

Figure 1: A system of Boolean constraints
We can re-write this system into a single equation
and three disequations:

A  C + B  C + R  A  B  T = 
R  A 6=  R  T 6=  C  T 6= :
Assume we are given C and A, then T, R, and B
must be found. We arbitrarily pick the retrieval
order T, R, B. That is, we rst search for the border
town, then the road, and nally for the state. Then,
using the methods described in the next section, we
can convert the constraint system of Figure 1 into
the triangular form:

T
1
C  T 6= 

R
C + T
A  R 6= 
R  T 6= 

RAT

B

C:

Note that every variable is constrained only by variables which precede it in the retrieval order. This
means that a range query can in principle be used
for every retrieval step. For example, T is accessed
using the range query dC e u dT e 6=  where df e is
the minimal surrounding bounding box of f and u
denotes bounding box intersection. However, this
would entail the precise computation of complements and intersections of arbitrary regions, a potentially expensive operation. Alternatively, using
the methods of Section 4, we can approximate the
triangular Boolean system by a system solely dened in terms of bounding boxes. The result of this
step is:
 dT e 1
 dRe dC e t dT e
dAe u dRe 6= 
dRe u dT e 6= 



dBe

dC e:

Every line of this system can be implemented by
a single range query which combines containment
and overlap constraints on bounding boxes.

3 Systems of Boolean Constraints
Consider a system of Boolean constraints S in variables x1 ::: xn. In this section we will develop an
eective method of computing the following triangular solved form of S :

C1(x1)
C2(x1 x2)
..
.

Cn(x1 x2 ::: xn):
Each Ci is the strongest system of Boolean constraints which is a necessary condition for x1  ::: xi
to be a solution of S . Each Ci is of the form:
s(x1 ::: xi 1) xi t(x1 ::: xi 1) ^
(1)
r1 =
6  ^ ::: ^ rm =6 
where each rj has the form
xi  p(x1 ::: xi 1) + xi  q(x1 ::: xi 1):
;

;

;

;

The method to nd the triangular solved form is
obtained in two stages. In the rst stage, we develop a method to nd a system which is a maximal necessary condition for 9xi+1 : 9xi+2 : :::9xn : S .
This is complicated by the fact that Boolean constraints are not closed under existential quantication. However, we give a way to nd the best approximating unquantied system. Furthermore, for
a class of reasonable Boolean algebras, namely the

to the existentially quantied system. One example of an atomless algebra which is important in a
spatial database context are the measurable sets in
<k. In the second stage we show how to use this
approximation to transform a system of Boolean
constraints into solved form.
First, some preliminary denitions: An atom is a
variable or a constant. A Boolean formula is an
atom, the complement of a formula, a disjunction of
formulas, or a conjunction of formulas. A literal as
an atom or its complement. A term is a conjunction
of literals. A Boolean function is a function which
can be described by a Boolean formula. A positive
Boolean constraint is of the form f g where f
and g are Boolean formulas. A negative Boolean
constraint is of the form f 6 g . A system of Boolean
constraints is a conjunction of positive and negative
Boolean constraints.
Boole showed that any system of positive Boolean
constraints can be rewritten to an equivalent Boolean equation of the form f = . Similarly, any
negative Boolean constraint can be rewritten to an
equivalent Boolean dis-equation of the form f 6= .
It therefore follows:

Theorem 3.1 Any system of Boolean constraints

can be rewritten into an equivalent system of the
form:
f =  ^ g1 6=  ^ ::: ^ gn 6= 
where f and the gi 's are Boolean formulas.

A fundamental result of Boole is that positive constraints are closed under existential quantication.
More precisely, letting fx (a) denote the formula obtained by replacing all occurrences of x in f by a,
we have that:

Theorem 3.2 (Boole)
9x : f =  , fx()  fx(1) = :
Unfortunately arbitrary systems of Boolean constraints are not closed under existential quantication. To see this, consider the existentially quantied system 9x:x  y 6=  ^ x  y 6= : This system implies that jy j 2, but there is no system of Boolean
constraints over y which can capture this.

proximation for a quantied system 9x : S , that is,
the maximal system implied by 9x : S . The best
approximation always exists, namely:

^fC j C is a constraint s.t. vars(C )
^ 9x : S ) C g:

vars(S )

Although this is a nite conjunction, computationally it is not a very satisfactory characterization.
We now develop a more tractable characterization.
This hinges on two results. First, that systems in
which there is only one dis-equation are, unlike general systems, closed under existential quantication.
Second, that a sort of \weak" independence of negative constraints holds, namely that the best approximation to

9x : f =  ^ g1 6=  ^ ::: ^ gn 6= 
is equivalent to

9x : (f =  ^ g1 6= ) ^ ::: ^ 9x : (f =  ^ gn 6= ):

Lemma 3.3 For arbitrary elements a, b, c, d:
9x : a x b ^ : (c x d)
, a b ^ : (b d ^ c a)
Proof: \)": Clearly, a b follows from the antecedent. Assume that the second part of the consequent does not hold, then b d ^ c a. Together
with a b this implies c a b d, which contradicts the antecedent.
\(": If we assume a b ^ b 6 d, the consequent
holds with x = b. On the other hand, assuming
a b ^ c 6 a, the consequent holds with x = a.

Theorem 3.4 Let S be the system f =  ^ g 6= .
Then

9x : S ,
fx()  fx(1) =  ^ fx(1)  gx(1) + fx()  gx() 6= :
Proof: Let A be fx (), B be fx (1), C be gx() and
D be gx(1).

9x : S ,

(from Theorem 3.9)
9x : A x B ^ : (C x D)

A B ^ : (B D ^ C A)
, A B ^ (B 6 D _ C 6 A)
, A  B =  ^ (B  D 6=  _ C  A 6= )
, AB =  ^ B D+C A =
6 :

De nition. Let S be the system
f =  ^ g1 6=  ^ ::: ^ gn 6= :

disjunctive normal form as follows:

f=

Xxr

+

j

j

Xx  s

j

j

where terms rj and sj are nonempty, mutually disjoint, and do not contain variable x. Likewise, we
can represent each gi as:

gi =

Dene proj (S x) to be

Xx u
j

+

ij

Xxv

ij

j

AB =  ^ B D1+AC1 6=  ^ ::: ^ BDn+ACn 6=  where again uij and vij are nonempty, mutually
disjoint, and do not contain x. Furthermore, we rewhere A is fx (), B is fx (1), Ci is (gi )x() and Di quire that every uij and vij is either equal to some
rj or sj , or that it is disjoint from every rj and sj .
is (gi)x(1).
That such a representation exists, is a consequence
It follows from Theorem 3.4 that 9x : S implies of Theorem 3.10. Since M is atomless, we can nd
proj (S x). Moreover, we can show that proj (S x) for every uij and vij a proper, nonempty subset
is the maximal necessary condition. To show this, uij and vij . Dene
we rst prove that there is a class of Boolean algeX X X X
bras in which 9x:S is in fact equivalent to proj (S x).
X = uij + vij + sj ; rj
0

0

0

De nition. A non-empty element x of a Boolean

algebra M is atomic i there exists no element y
in M such that   y  x. M is atomless i it
contains no atomic elements 4].
An example of an atomless Boolean algebra is the
set of (equivalence classes of) measurable subsets
of <k , in which two sets are considered equivalent
when they are identical \almost everywhere". This
Boolean algebra corresponds to the data model in
spatial databases in which regions are not arranged
on a grid. An important property of atomless Boolean algebras is that independence of negative constraints holds:

Theorem 3.5 (Independence) For all atomless
Boolean algebras M :

M j= 9x : f =  ^ g1 6=  ^ ::: ^ gn 6= 
,
9x : (f =  ^ g1 =
6 ) ^ ::: ^
9x : (f =  ^ gn =
6 ):
Proof: (Sketch) Direction \)" is trivial. To show
\(", assume that 9x : (f =  ^ gi 6= ) holds for

0

ij

ij

j

j

Then, using f =  and gi 6= , we can show that
fx(X ) = , and (gi)x(X ) 6= , for i = 1 ::: n.
Hence, the left side of the equivalence holds with
x = X.
Thus, atomless boolean Algebras admit quantier
elimination for systems of Boolean constraints:

Theorem 3.6 For all atomless Boolean algebras
M:

M j= 9x : S , proj (S x):

Proof: A simple consequence of Theorem 3.4 and
Theorem 3.5.

Theorem 3.7 Let S and S be two systems of
Boolean constraints. Then S ) S i, for all atomless Boolean algebras M , M j= S ) S .
0

0

0

Proof: Direction \)" is trivial. To show \(", assume that S ) S does not hold. Then there is a
Boolean algebra M0 and a substitution  from variables in S and S to elements in M0 such that S is
true and S is false. We extend M0 to an atomless
0

0

0

ing completion step: For every atomic element x of
M0, add two atomic elements x1 and x2 to M , such
that x = x1 + x2 . Then, fxi + y j y 2 M0  i = 1 2g is
a Boolean algebra in which x is non-atomic. Repetition of this step for all atomic x in M0 gives us
a Boolean algebra T (M0), in which S
all elements of
M0 are non-atomic. It follows that i=1 T i(M0) is
an atomless algebra (call it M ) which contains M0
as a sub-algebra. Since M contains M0 , S is true
and S is false in M . Hence, M as well as M0 is
a Boolean algebra of S 6) S . Since M is atomless,
the right-hand side of the equivalence cannot hold.
1

0

0

Theorem 3.8 proj (S x) is the best approximation
of 9x : S .
Proof: Let R be another approximation of 9x : S ,
such that 9x : S ) R holds. With Theorem 3.6, we
have M j= proj (S x) ) R for all atomless Boolean
algebras M . With Theorem 3.7, this implies M j=
proj (S x) ) R for all Boolean algebras M .
0

0

Example 3.1 Consider the system S , x  y 6=  ^
xy =
6 , from above. In this case proj (S x) is
y=
6 , the best approximation of 9x : S .
We can iteratively use the function proj to compute
the strongest Boolean constraint S which is a necessary condition for 9xi+1 : 9xi+2 : :::9xn : S . Using
the following two theorems we can transform this
system S into the solved form given in (1).
First, Schroder's theorem that any Boolean equality is equivalent to a range constraint, allows us to
rewrite the Boolean equality in S into a range constraint over xi .

in Figure 2 to compute the triangular solved form
of a system of Boolean constraints.

Algorithm 3.1

let S =be a system of Boolean constraints
in n variables x1 ::: xn
let Sn = S 
for i := n to 1 do
let  f =  ^ g1 6=  ^ ::: ^ gm 6= ] = Si
let Ci =  V
fx () xi fx (1) ^
k xi  (gk )x (1) + xi  (gk )x () 6= 
]
where k ranges over all formulas
g1 ::: gm in which xi occurs
let Si 1 = proj (Si xi)
then C1 :::Cn is a triangular solved form of S .
i

i

i

i

;

Figure 2: Computing Triangular Form
The algorithm rst constructs the constraint Cn in
x1 ::: xn by rewriting the original system according
to Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 3.10. Then, variable
xn is eliminated using Theorem 3.8 and the rewritestep is applied to the resulting system in n ; 1 variables, yielding constraint Cn 1 in x1  ::: xn 1. The
process continues until all variables are eliminated.
Using the results we have established in this section,
the following theorem is straightforward to prove:
;

;

0

0

0

Theorem 3.9 (Schroder)
f =  , fx() x fx(1):
Second, Boole's \fundamental theorem of Boolean
algebra" allows us to rewrite the Boolean disequations into a form in which xi is isolated.

Theorem 3.10 (Boole) f = x  fx (1) + x  fx().

Theorem 3.11 Every system of Boolean constraints
has a triangular solved form, which is computed by
Algorithm 3.1.

4 Bounding-Box Approximations
In this section, we investigate how to approximate
Boolean constraints in solved form by constraints
over bounding boxes. In the following, we restrict
our attention to Boolean algebras in which bounding box approximations make sense. We are chiey
interested in the k-dimensional space of real numbers, denoted <k and the k-dimensional space of
integers. However, our results hold for any Boolean
algebra of the form B = } X k where X is a totally ordered innite set, and X k has the standard
Cartesian ordering.

the set fx 2 X k j inf r v x v sup rg. For example,
in <2 the bounding box of a region is the minimal
enclosing rectangle which has sides parallel to the
axes. Operators on bounding boxes are u (inmum,
equivalent to \"), and t (supremum). Functions
constructed from these operators are called bounding box functions. An ordering relation on bounding
boxes, v, is given by containment. Note that t is
not equivalent to set union. Rather, bounding-box
union gives the minimal enclosing rectangle of set
union.
Bounding boxes are important because queries involving certain constraints over bounding boxes can
be eciently answered with a spatial database which
supports range queries. As shown in 12], for example, a single range query can be used to nd
those objects x satisfying some given conjunction
of bounding box constraints of the forms:

dxe v a,
b v dxe, and
dxe u c =
6 .

Figure 3: Range Query
Given that we have retrieved values for x1  ::: xi 1,
the best bounding-box constraint approximation to
the range constraint
;

s(x1 ::: xi 1) xi t(x1 ::: xi 1)
;

;

is just

where a, b and c are given bounding boxes. This is
done by representing rectangles in a X k as points
in space X 2k and performing a range query on X 2k.
Figure 3 shows a combination of three such constraints over intervals on the real line. Each axis
of the diagram corresponds to one endpoint of an
interval. The shaded rectangle represents the set of
intervals fx j a v dxe ^ dxe v b ^ dxeu c 6= g, with
constant intervals a, b, and c.
Recall that a system Ci(x1 ::: xi) is in solved form
if it is of the form

s(x1 ::: xi 1) xi t(x1 ::: xi 1) ^
r1 6=  ^ ::: ^ rm 6= 
where each rj has the form
;

;

xi  p(x1 ::: xi 1) + xi  q(x1 ::: xi 1):
;

;

We are interested in nding the strongest bounding box constraints over dxi e which are necessary
conditions for Ci to hold.

ds(x1 ::: xi 1)e dxie dt(x1 ::: xi 1)e:
;

;

The dis-equality constraints are a little harder to
approximate. The best approximation to

xi  p(x1 ::: xi 1) + xi  q(x1 ::: xi 1) 6= 
;

;

is dxi edp(x1 ::: xi 1)e 6=  when dq (x1  ::: xi 1)e =
, and the (trivial) constraint true otherwise.
The problem with this approximation is that it requires the Boolean functions s t p q to be repeatedly evaluated during query execution. However, this
may be too expensive since intersections, unions
and complements of arbitrary retrieved regions have
to be computed. A cheaper alternative is to nd,
at compile time, bounding-box functions which approximate these Boolean functions. These boundingbox functions are then used instead of the original
Boolean functions when evaluating the query. In
general, this will be much cheaper because intersections and unions over bounding boxes are relatively
cheap to compute. To retain correctness, we must
;

;

low" and must approximate the upper bound function t and the dis-equality functions p and q from
\above".

eective algorithm for computing the best lower and
upper bounding-box approximations to a Boolean
formula.

De nition. Let f be a Boolean function and F

Lemma 4.1 For all Boolean functions f and g,
df  ge v df e u dge:

a bounding box function. F approximates f from
below, written F " f , if, for all x1  : : : xn 2 B :
F (dx1e : : : dxne) v df (x1 : : : xn)e:
F approximates f from above, written F # f , if, for
all x1  : : : xn 2 B :
df (x1 : : : xn)e v F (dx1e : : : dxne):
Note that F " f is not equivalent to F v f . This
is because F " f means only that the result of taking bounding boxes rst and then applying F , is
contained in the result of applying f rst and then
taking the bounding box.
Of course, we are interested in nding the best
bounding-box approximation to these Boolean functions. Having found these functions, we can substitute these into the original system to obtain the
best bounding box constraint approximation.

De nition. The best lower and upper bounding-

box approximations to a Boolean function f are the
bounding box functions Lf and Uf which satisfy:

Lf " f ^ G " f ) G v Lf ,
Uf # f ^ G # f ) G w Uf .
That these optimal approximations exist is a simple consequence of the fact that bounding boxes
form a complete lattice. The question remains how
to nd them. A simple syntactic transformation
such as replacing all (+) and () operators in the
Boolean function by (t) and (u) is not sucient
to arrive at the best upper or lower bound. In
part, this is because two Boolean formulas denoting the same Boolean function may denote dierent
bounding-box functions when the above syntactic
transformation is performed on them. For example, although x  y + x  z = x  (y + z ), in general
x u y t x u z 6= x u (y t z).

Lemma 4.2 For all Boolean functions f , g and h,
(f u g ) t (f u h) v f u (g t h):
Lemma 4.3 For all Boolean functions f and g,
f g ) df e v dge:
Lemma 4.4 For all Boolean functions f and variables xi ,

dx1e u ::: u dxne v df e ) x1 f _ ::: _ xn f:
Proof: (Sketch) The proof is by contradiction. Assume dx1 e u ::: u dxn e v df e and xi 6 f for all i.
Then there exist terms s1  ::: sn such that si xi
and si  f = . Partition X k into n disjoint sets ci
such that the intersection of their bounding-boxes
uidcie is non-empty. Consider then the variable assignment  dened by:



 z = fci j z is a positive literal in sig
Then  s1 + ::: +  sn = 1. Now all si are disjoint
from f , so  f = , thus d f e = . On the other
hand, we have d s1 eu:::ud sn e =
6 , and therefore,
since si xi , also d x1 e u ::: u d xne =
6 . But
this means that d x1e u ::: u d xn e 6 d f e, a
contradiction.

We can now give a simple characterization of the
best lower bound of a Boolean function. Note that
we have proved it for the case when  and 1 are
the only constants in the Boolean function. We
conjecture that it holds when arbitrary constants
are allowed.

Theorem 4.5 For all Boolean functions f ,
G dxe:
Lf =
atom xf

of atoms. Let F be the \disjunctive normal form" of
Lf . From Lemma 4.2, F v Lf . If F contains some
non-unary conjunction, dx1 e u ::: u dxn e then from
Lemma 4.4, for some i, xi F , and so dxi e t Lf
will be a bigger lower bounding-box approximation
to f , contradicting that Lf is the best. Thus F
must consist only of unary conjunctions, and thus
Lf must be a disjunction of atoms. That Lf should
be this disjunction of atoms follows from Lemma 4.3
and Lemma 4.4.

syllogistically less than a sum-of-products formula
g (in symbols: f << g), i all terms in f have
subterms in g .
The following proposition gives the reason why we
are interested in Blake-canonical forms and their
duals: They allow us to replace semantic inequality by syllogistic inequality, which can be checked
syntactically:

Lemma 4.6 Let F be a bounding box function, t

f and sum-of-products formulas g:
g f , g << BCF (f ):

a term and x a variable. Then,

dx  te v F ) dte v F:
Proof: We must have that dte v Fx (). As F is
monotonic, dte v F .

Lemma 4.7 The best upper bounding box approximation to the conjunction of variables x1  :::  xn is
dx1e u ::: u dxne.
Lemma 4.8 Let f and g be Boolean functions.
Then, Uf +g = Uf t Ug .
Theorem 4.9 For all Boolean functions f ,
G (u
Uf =
atom x t dxe )

Theorem 4.10 (Blake) For all Boolean formulas

There exist a number of algorithms to compute
BCF (f ). One method 3] rst converts f to an arbitrary sum-of-products formula and then repeatedly forms the consensus of two terms in f and simplies by absorption until a xpoint is reached. Forming consensus means rewriting according to the rule:
x  p + x  q = x  p + x  q + p  q:
Simplifying by absorption means rewriting according to the rule:
p  q + p = p:

where SOP (f ) stands for any sum-of-products representation of f .

Example 4.1 Consider f = x  y + x  (y + z  w).
BCF(f) is computed as follows:
f = x  y + x  y + x  z  w (Distribution).
= y + x  y + x  y + x  z  w (Consensus)
(Absorption)
= y+xy+xzw
= y+xzw
(Absorption)

Proof: It follows from Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.6 and
Lemma 4.7 that uatom x t dxe is the best upper
bounding box approximation to a term t. The result therefore follows from Lemma 4.8.

Theorem 4.10 shows that an atom is stronger than a
formula f i it occurs as an atom in BCF (f ). This
observation gives rise to the following algorithm for
computing Lf and Uf :

term t2SOP (f )

2

2

We now present an algorithm for computing Lf and
Uf . This algorithm makes use of the Blake canonical form 1], BCF (f ) of a Boolean function f , which
consists of the sum of all prime implicants of f .

De nition. A prime implicant of a function f is
a term p such that p f and q 6 f for all true

Algorithm 4.1

Given a Boolean function f ,
1. compute BCF (f ),
2. take the bounding-box union of all terms in
BCF (f ) consisting of single atoms, yielding
Lf ,

then simplify, yielding Uf .

Theorem 4.11 Algorithm 4.1 computes the best

lower an upper bounding-box approximations to a
given Boolean function f .
Proof: Immediate from Theorem 4.5, Theorem 4.9
and Theorem 4.10.

Example 4.2 Consider function f from Example
4.1. We have seen that BCF (f ) = y + x  z  w. Since

the only atom in BCF (f ) is y , we have Lf = y .
Uf is computed by dropping all negative literals of
f and converting to bounding box form, yielding
Uf = y t (x u z).
The time to compute BCF is exponential in the
number of variables in the formula. Hence, Algorithm 4.1 has (just as Algorithm 3.1) complexity
exponential in the number of variables in in the
solved constraint system. We feel that in practice
this will not be a problem, since both algorithms
are executed during query compilation rather than
in query evaluation, and the number of variables in
a constraint system can be expected to be reasonably small.

5 Conclusions
We have presented a method to approximate a system of multivariate Boolean constraints by a sequence of univariate range queries. The method is
a special case of a more general optimization which
maps constraints in several variables into database
searches for individual objects. It can be extended to other application areas, such as constraints
over the real closed elds. The optimization relies
on converting a given system into triangular form.
The triangular form is obtained by repeatedly computing the existential quantication 9x:C of a constraint system C . If the constraint language is not
closed under existential quantication, an approximation may be used.
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